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LIST OF ACRONYMS

ASPIRED

Advanced Science and Partnerships for Integrated Resource Development

BMA

Basin Management Area

CADI

Computer Assisted Development, Inc.

CEW

Clean Energy and Water

CJSC

Closed Joint-Stock Company

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

DSS

Decision Support System

EMIC

Environmental Monitoring and Information Centre

ERICA

European Rivers and Catchment Areas

GIS

Geographic Information System

GOA

Government of Armenia

HPP

Hydropower Plant

HTS

Hydro-technical structures

Hydromet

Armenian State Hydro-meteorological Service

INPMR

Inspectorate for Nature Protection and Mineral Resources

ME

Ministry of Environment

MNP

Ministry of Nature Protection

MTAI

Ministry of Territorial Administration and Infrastructures

PSRC

Public Services Regulatory Commission

SNCO

State Non-Commercial Organization

SQL

Structures Query Language

SWC

State Water Cadastre

SWCIS

State Water Cadastre Information System

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

USGS

United States Geological Survey

UTM

Universal Transverse Mercator

WOC

Water Objects Code

WRMA

Water Resources Management Agency

WUA

Water User Association
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INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Science and Partnerships for Integrated Resource Development (ASPIRED) Project of
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) supports sustainable water resource
management and sustainable practices of water users in the Ararat Valley through the use of science,
technology, innovation and partnership initiatives. The ultimate goal is to reduce extraction of the
groundwater resources to sustainable levels. The ASPIRED Project is implemented by ME&A, Inc. and
its subcontractor, Computer Assisted Development, Inc. (CADI).
Since 2016 the ASPIRED project team has been working with the Water Resources Management Agency
(WRMA) on technical improvements of the State Water Cadastre Information System (SWCIS) Data
Warehouse. As an initial step, the Team consulted with the WRMA to identify the technical needs of the
Agency for further enhancement of the SWCIS. At the end of 2016, the WRMA drafted a new
government resolution on maintenance and operation of the SWCIS, including data updating and sharing
mechanisms, as required by the amended Water Code. A new governmental resolution was adopted by
the Government of Armenia (GOA) in February 2017. Based on the requirements of the newly adopted
resolution, the ASPIRED team assisted the WRMA on improving the SWCIS Data Warehouse including
building an entirely new SQL database with new interface and design.
The present report describes the technical design and architecture of the SWCIS Data Warehouse and
provides the basis for providing a common understanding of how datasets are stored in the system. The
report also presents the user interface of the system and covers issues on user authorization and data
backup. It is intended to be used for operation, maintenance and upgrading of the SWCIS Data
Warehouse.
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1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The State Water Cadastre is established by the Resolution of the Government of Armenia (GOA) in 2003
as an only official repository of water related information in Armenia. The WRMA of the Ministry of
Environment (ME) of Armenia is the only state authorised body to maintain the State Water Cadastre of
Armenia. The State Water Cadastre Information System (SWCIS) was originally designed, constructed
and deployed in 2008. It comprises of a set of computerized tools to facilitate permanent storage,
operation, and maintenance of the data and information of the SWC in Armenia.
The SWCIS Data Warehouse has been served as the only digital water data repository of the State Water
Cadastre of Armenia since 2008. The SWCIS has been periodically improved by the USAID Clean
Energy and Water (CEW) and ASPIRED projects. Those improvements were done in close consultation
with the WRMA and were related both to technical advancements and content-wise enrichment of the
system.
Initially in 2008, the SWCIS is consisted of a data warehouse with two interconnected components:
(1) Tabular component –collection of tabular water datasets in a form of SQL-based relational
database; and
(2) Spatial component – collection of geo-spatial datasets (vector and raster) in a form of GIS-based
database (geodatabase).
The tabular component of the SWCIS was established in form of a Ms Access relational database that
provides linkages to the following seven relational databases at the stakeholder institutions:
•

Water use permitting database of the WRMA of the MNP;

•

Water quantity database of the Armenian State Hydro-meteorological Service of the MNP;

•

Water quality database of the Environmental Monitoring Centre of the MNP;

•

Groundwater monitoring database of the Hydrogeological Monitoring Centre of the MNP;

•

Hydro-technical structures (HTS) inventory database of the State Water Committee of the
Ministry of Agriculture;

•

Actual water use database of the State Environmental Inspectorate of the MNP;

•

Drinking water quality database of the State Hygiene and Anti-Epidemiologic Inspectorate of the
Ministry of Health.

The spatial component of the SWCIS has been developed in 2008 in a form of a GIS-based database
and updated in the period of 2009-2018. Currently, it includes more than 70 geo-spatial layers grouped
in 9 dataset feature classes. All the layers are harmonized using the geographic projection WGS-1984,
UTM Zone 38N (refer to Figure 1 below).
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Figure 1. Structure of the SWCIS geodatabase

Additionally, the spatial database component contains the following raster datasets:
•

27-meter resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Armenia;

•

Hillshade raster image of Armenia;

•

Satellite imagery of Armenia;

•

Raster image on landcover/use classification for the Southern Basin of Armenia.

In February 2017 a new governmental resolution on the procedures of operating of the State Water
Cadastre was adopted by the Government of Armenia. Meanwhile, the WRMA requested the technical
assistance of the ASPIRED project in development of a new system that would meet the requirements of
the new resolution. As a result of the activities implemented in the last two years, the existing Ms Access
Data Warehouse of the SWCIS has been entirely transformed into a web-based SQL database.
As of August 2019, the following technical tasks were implemented:
•

Programming of data inputting templates for the ten new components of the Data Warehouse;

•

Constructing a new User Interface of the Data Warehouse;

•

Migrating the historical data from the old Data Warehouse into the new SQL Database;

•

Constructing new reporting template according to the requirements of the WRMA;

•

Providing access and authorization rights to the Inspectorate for Nature Protection and Mineral
Resources (INPMR) for direct data population into the Data Warehouse.
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2. FUNCTIONALITY OF THE SYSTEM
As of August 2019, the tabular component of the SWCIS Data Warehouse (SQL Database) contains the
following 12 sections:
•

Water Objects: Data on 14 main river basins, six basin management areas, river network and
catchment areas of Armenia coded using the European Rivers and Catchment Areas (ERICA)
methodology;

•

Water Quantity: Monthly and annual summary data on surface water level and discharge
received from 92 hydrological observation posts of the Armenian State Hydro-meteorological
Service (Hydromet);

•

Water Quality: Monthly monitoring data on surface water resources quality from 131 water
quality observation posts received from the Environmental Monitoring and Information Centre
(EMIC) of the ME;

•

Water Use Permitting: Data on water abstraction and wastewater discharge based on the water
use permits issued by the WRMA;

•

Actual Water Use: Data on actual water use from the Inspectorate on Nature Protection and
Mineral Resources;

•

Lake Sevan: Daily data on water level and water discharge from the Lake from Hydromet
Service;

•

Canals: Technical characteristics of the main canals to be received from the Water Committee
(no data have been received as of August 2019);

•

Reservoirs: Technical characteristics of the main reservoirs to be received from the Water
Committee (no data have been received as of August 2019);

•

Groundwater Resources: Monitoring data on quantity and quality of the groundwater aquifers
from 102 groundwater monitoring wells and springs received from the EMIC;

•

Hydro Power Plants: Data on water use by hydro power plants (HPPs) to be received from the
Public Services Regulatory Commission (PSRC) (no data have been received as of August 2019);

•

Messaging: A separate section to enable interactivity amongst the users of the system;

•

Services: User management component, including definition of authorization rights for the users.

The above-mentioned sections are interconnected and serve a single information system. Total 60 tables
were constructed to ensure proper maintenance of the data on water resources, water systems and water
users in the Republic of Armenia. Table 1 below provides summary statistics on the number of the tables
used in different sections of the SWCIS Data Warehouse tabular component.
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Table 1. Statistics on tables of the tabular database by technical subject areas

#

Technical Subject Areas

1
Water Objects
2
Surface Water Quantity
3
Surface Water Quality
4
Water Use Permitting
5
Actual Water Use
6
Lake Sevan
7
Canals
8
Reservoirs
9
Groundwater resources
10 Hydro Power Plants
11 Messages
12 Services
Lists, combo boxes
Total

Number
of Tables
5
5
4
9
5
2
2
2
6
3
3
4
10
60

The table below summarizes the data flows into the SWCIS Data Warehouse as of August 2019.
Table 2. Data flows to the SWCIS Data Warehouse

#

Responsible institution

Datasets

1

Hydromet Service of the ME

Surface waters:
hydrologic monitoring
data

Data are received annually in the
hard copy and Ms Excel sheets

2

Environmental Monitoring and
Information Centre of the ME

Surface waters: quality
monitoring data
Groundwater: quantity
and quality data

Data are received annually in the
hard copy and Ms Access format
Data is received annually in hard
copy and Ms Excel sheets

3

Water Resources Management
Agency of the ME

Data on water use
permits

Data are being populated directly
into the SWCIS Data Warehouse

4

Public Services Regulatory
Commission (PSRC)

Data on energy
generation in HPPs

No data are currently being
received

5

Water Committee of the MTAI

Data on HTSs

No data are currently being
received

6

Inspectorate for Nature
Protection and Mineral

Data on actual water
use

Annually, in Ms Access format
for the years up to 2018. Starting

Resources

Format and frequency

2019, the data will be integrated
into the Data Warehouse
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Several reports have been built-in into the SWCIS Data Warehouse (refer to table below for statistics).
Table 3. Available Reports from the Tabular Database by Technical Subject Area

Tabular Database Technical
Subject Areas
Water Use Permitting

Number
of Reports
11

Actual Water Use

11

Lake Sevan

5

Groundwater resources

1

Each report incorporates a search engine to facilitate sorting and filtering the data within the report. In
particular, there is a possibility to perform searching by a water object. For instance, the name of the river
could be selected in the search engine to retrieve the list of water abstraction points and volumes from
the specified river. Figure below presents the list of water abstractions from the Aghstev River.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the report on water abstractions from the Aghstev River

The Data Warehouse provides a number of dynamic built-in reports on the Lake Sevan. There is a
possibility to specify dates within the year and view the comparative graph of the water level in the lake
at the same day within the specified period of years. For instance, the figure below demonstrates the
dynamics of the water level changes on the first days of the months over the period of 5 years.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the comparative graph on Lake Sevan water level
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The reports of the Data Warehouse have a functionality to generate graphs based in the data queried. For
instance, the figure below presents the graph on water discharge from the particular groundwater well
within the specified period of time (one year).

Figure 3. Screenshot of the graph on water discharge form a groundwater well within a one-year period.

Refer to Chapter 3 of this report for detailed description of the data inputting forms and reports of the
Data Warehouse. The structure of the Data Warehouse is presented in Annex 1 of this report. It also
includes description of the relationships among the tables of the SQL database. The detailed structure of
the tables, including the description of the attributes (fields) of each table is presented on Annex 2 of this
report.
Further improvement of the functionality. Using advanced technology, it is possible to move the
existing SWCIS from the traditional client-server framework under one agency to a web-based approach
so authorized users can login to the system from anywhere with Internet access. With this approach,
SWCIS tabular data can be entered, edited, viewed, printed and downloaded for technical analysis by
authorized technical staff and decision makers any time of day, which is unquestionably the best way to
provide timely data and information to support stakeholder decision making.
The Cadastre Division of the WRMA in consultation with the participating divisions within the Ministry
and other governmental agencies will assess the user requirements and assign the appropriate
authorization levels for access to the SWCIS data warehouse. The web-based capability of the SWCIS
will provide access for Internet users with appropriate authorization to look at the available datasets and
information of the water resources sector of the entire country. It is also a portal for each participating
entity to input and access its own data directly via the Internet and share the data with field office staff.
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3. USER INTERFACE
The user interface of the SWCIS Data Warehouse tabular component is developed in Armenian. The
home page of the Data Warehouse incorporates a left-side menu with the list of 12 components as well
as the thumbnails to the components of the system in the main window. Each component menu item can
be expanded by clicking to the arrow at the right side to show the submenus (Table 4).

Table 4. Main menu of the Data Warehouse Home Page
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Menu item (Component)
Water Objects

Water Quantity

Water Quality

Water Use Permitting

Actual Water Use
Lake Sevan

Canals
Reservoirs
Hydro Power Plants

Groundwater resources

Messages
Services

Sub-menu item
River Codes
Catchment Area Codes
Lake Codes
Reservoir Codes
Canal Codes
Hydrological Posts
Level Data
Discharge Data
Spring Floods
Ecological Flow
Water Quality Sampling Points
Monthly Monitoring Data
Annual Monitoring Data
Water Users
Water Use Permit Application
Issued Water Use Permits
Wastewater Discharge Norms
Reports
Actual Water Use
Reports
Water Level
Governmental Resolution
Reports
Technical Features of Main Canals
Monthly Discharges
Technical Features of Main Reservoirs
Monthly Inflow/Outflow
Technical Features of HPPs
Electricity Production
Licenses
Groundwater Well Inventory
Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Water levels
Physical-Chemical Monitoring Data
Monthly Discharges
Reports
Sent
Received
Employees
Users of the System
Authorizations
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3.1 Water Objects Codes Component
The Water Objects Codes component of the Data Warehouse
comprised of 5 sub-components, namely (1) river codes; (2)
catchment areas codes; (3) lake codes; (4) reservoir codes; and
(5) canal codes. The mentioned codes are unique identifiers,
which are used by other components of the Data Warehouse to
spatially link the water objects to each other. The river network
of Armenia is divided into about 2000 rivers, tributaries and inter-tributary sections longer then 5km,
which were coded by using the ERICA coding methodology.
As a result of the coding of the rivers, the corresponding catchment areas got the unique identifiers as
well. Thus, the whole territory of Armenia was divided into about 2,000 catchment areas. The mentioned
catchment areas constitute the main spatial units for calculation of water balances, and water supply and
demand balances. The ERICA coding system provides for easy aggregation of the catchment areas into
the 14 main river basins and six basin management areas of Armenia.
The data inputting form has a built-in search engine to facilitate obtaining the unique identifier for the
given lake, reservoir or canal by inputting its name. There is also a data exporting tool to Ms Excel
spreadsheet. Sample screenshot below shows the window of Lake Codes.
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3.2 Water Quantity Component
The Water Quantity Component of the Data Warehouse
allows maintaining monitoring data on surface water
quantity received from the 96 hydrological observation
posts in Armenia. This component of composed of five
main tables, including one static data table and four
dynamic data tables. The static table maintains
information on all hydrological observation posts,
including their name, geographic location, years of operations, etc. The static data tables maintain timeseries monitoring data and are grouped into the following datasets: (1) surface water level; (2)
hydrological characteristics; (3) spring flooding data; and (4) ecological flow values for the given
hydrological observation post.
All the above-mentioned tables are activated through the data inputting templates, which can be opened
by clicking on the corresponding sub-menu item at the left-hand side panel of the main home page of the
Data Warehouse.
Each data inputting template consists of a search window at the upper left corner, which allows the user
to specify a query and filter the tables according to the search needs. The search window has also a
functionality of exporting the results of the query into a Ms Excel spreadsheet. A screenshot of the
hydrological observation postdata inputting template is shown below.
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Other four subcomponents activate data inputting tables that facilitate populating the Data Warehouse
with the hydrological monitoring datasets.
The monthly average water level data is populated for each hydrological observation post. In addition,
the annual maximum, annual minimum and annual mean values are being stored along with the dates
when those values are recorded. The format of this table corresponds to the format used in Hydormet for
maintaining the hydrologic yearbooks. There is a possibility to upload the information from the Ms Excel
files of the Hydromet Service.

The same approach has been used in designing the data inputting template for the river flow values
recorded at the hydrological observation posts. In addition to average monthly river flow the table
maintains data on the summer and winter low-water periods, including the starting and ending dates of
those period and recorded minimum river flow values. The format of this table corresponds to the format
used in Ms Excel files of the Hydromet Service to store river flow data.
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There is a separate table in the component to maintain the datasets related to spring floods. The table
stores the starting and ending dates of the flood, duration, total volume and the percentage of the flow
passed during the flood vs the total annual river flow for the given year. In this case as well, there is a
data exporting tool from the Ms Excel file.

The last sub-component of the Water Quantity component is devoted to maintaining data on ecological
flow determined in the hydrological observation posts. The calculation of the ecological flow values can
be made using an open-sourced GIS extension called Decision Support System (DSS). The DSS has been
developed in the framework of USAID-funded CEW Program (2012-2015) and re-programmed in 20182019 in the framework of ASPIRED project to meet the requirements of the new legislation on
methodology of calculation of ecological flow values in the rivers of Armenia (approved by the GOA in
2018). As a result, for each hydrologic observation post 12 separate values of ecological flow will be
determined and stored in the Data Warehouse – one value for each month.
There is a possibility to export the values in the ecological flow from the Ms Excel spreadsheet in a
format, which is being generated by the DSS.
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3.3 Water Quality Component
The Water Quality component of the Data Warehouse is
comprised of three subcomponents with underlying one static
and two dynamic data tables. The static data table maintains
information on the surface water quality sampling points
located throughout the rivers in Armenia. The table contains
data on each of 131 sampling points, including the name of the river at which it is located, the
geographical coordinates and the years of operation.

The dynamic tables maintain information measured at the sampling points. This includes annual and
monthly data on physical-chemical monitoring conducted regularly by the EMIC of the ME. Those tables
are populated through the data inputting templates, which can be opened by clicking on the corresponding
menu item at the left-hand side panel of the main home page of the Data Warehouse.
Each data inputting template consists of a search window at the upper left corner, which allows the user
to specify a query and filter the tables according to the search needs. The search window has also a
functionality of exporting the results of the data filtering into a Ms Excel spreadsheet. A screenshot of
the surface water sampling point data inputting template is shown below.
In the Annual Monitoring Data subcomponent, it is possible to click the “edit” thumbnail at the left of
the record containing the info on water quality sampling point and open a sub table with the list of
physical and chemical parameters to allow populating summary of the measurements performed by
EMIC from the given sampling point in the given year. The summary information includes the number
of analysis performed for the given parameter, as well as the annual mean, annual minimum and annual
maximum values recorded.
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The Monthly Monitoring Data subcomponent contains a built-in script which analyses all the monitoring
data considering all the chemical parameters for the given month of the given year from the given
sampling point and estimates the status of the water body according to five classes: “high”; “good”;
“moderate”; “poor” and “bad”. Thus, the monthly monitoring data table contains a field which indicated
this calculated value (see the screenshot below).It is also possible to import the water quality
classification tables from the Ms Excel spreadsheet.
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3.4 Water Use Permitting Component
The Water Use Permitting is the largest component of the
Data Warehouse. It used to stand as a separate database in Ms
Access before incorporation into the SCWIS. It contains the
following major sub-components and functionalities:
1. Data on water use permitting applicant regardless the
fact the Water use permit is issued or not;
2. Data on water use permitting application, including, documentation presented along with the
application form, information on the water use purposed by the applicant, as well as the followup of the whole process of decision making on permitting;
3. Data on the water use permits issues by the ME and registered in the State Water Cadastre.
Each of the three above-mentioned sub-components is activated by clicking on the corresponding menu
item at the left-hand side panel of the main home page of the Data Warehouse.
Data inputting templates of the Water Use Permitting component are designed through Tabs to
accommodate the population of the whole set of related information. For instance, in order to add a new
water use permitting application, five different Tabs are to be populated. As one can see in the screenshot
below, along with the information on the applicant, it is required to input data also on: water abstraction
locations and volumes proposed by the applicant, wastewater discharge locations and volumes proposed
by the applicant, list of documents (scanned files) presented along with the application form. There is
also a separate tab, which logs the entire process of negotiating the conditions and water use and decisionmaking on issuing the permit itself.
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The first Tab under the water use permit application sub-component lists all the possible documents that
may be required to be submitted along with the application form and a field that contains the current
status of the document (not submitted, submitted, not required). There is also an “Edit” button at the
bottom of the Tab, which provides for adding a new type of document into the list, if necessary.
The fourth Tab in the window enables uploading the scanned versions of those documents.

The second Tab allows populating the Data Warehouse with the data from water use permit application
form. The data are mostly related the proposed the water use and wastewater discharge, including
locations of the water abstraction and wastewater discharge points, purpose of the water use, volumes of
the water to be used, use regimes and durations.
These second Tab contain data querying and filtering engine with a big number of the fields to be
searched on. For instance, there is a possibility to search by (1) water use applicant name and contact
details; (2) the type of the proposed water use (either from surface or groundwater); (3) purpose of the
water use; (4) beginning and ending dates of the proposed water use period; (5) river basins/catchment
areas of the proposed water abstraction; (6) river basins/catchment areas of the proposed wastewater
discharge; (7) current status of the water use permit and so on (see the screenshot below).
The third Tab provides for follow-up the whole process of decision-making on granting or rejecting the
WUP with the dates of the intermediate and final decisions.
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In addition to the annual proposed water use volume, there is also a possibility to enter the monthly water
abstraction volumes for the given water abstraction points. Clicking the “edit” thumbnail at the left of the
record containing the info on water use permit enables a sub-table where the volumes of the water to be
abstracted can be entered for each month of the year.

The Reports subcomponent of the WUP component opens a window with a list of 11 built-in reports:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary information sheet on water use by BMAs, river basins, marzes, urban vs rural areas;
Annual summary report on water use by specified water body (specified river, tributary, lake);
Water use summary report within the specified period of time by BMAs, river basins, marzes;
Water use (abstraction and discharge) from section of river with specified altitude range;
Water abstraction from the specified section of river within the specified period of time;
Wastewater discharge to the specified section of the river basin within the given period of time;
Annual summary data on the pollutants permitted to be discharged into the specified water object;
List of the extended water use permits
Report on water use within the specified river basin grouped by water use purpose;
Summary report on water use within the Ararat Valley within the specified period of time;
22

• List of HPPs (operational and under construction) with WUPs on the specified water object.

Below are several screenshots of some of the reports.
Annual summary report on water use by specified water body

Water use (abstraction and discharge) from section of river with specified altitude range
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Water abstraction from the specified section of river within the specified period of time

Wastewater discharge to the specified section of the river basin within the given period of time

Report on water use within the specified river basin grouped by water use purpose
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List of the extended water use permits

Summary report on water use within the Ararat Valley

List of HPPs with water use permits on the specified water object
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3.5 Actual Water Use Component

The Actual Water Use component of the Data Warehouse is for
storing data on actual water use reported annually by
entrepreneurs. The component has two main subcomponents:(1) section on actual water use, including annual volumes of water abstraction, wastewater
discharge and quantity of pollutants in the discharged water; and (2) annual summary reports section.
The data inputting template for the actual water abstraction and wastewater discharge is linked to the
water use permitting data tables via the WUP ID of the uses. This allows viewing permitted water use
volumes while entering the values of the actual water use. If the given entrepreneur/organization does
not have valid WUP for the given year, the system does not allow entering data on actual water use and
an alert message appears.

The Reports subcomponent of the opens a window with a list of 11 built-in reports, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actual water abstraction and wastewater discharge for the given year by marzes;
Actual water abstraction from freshwater sources vs groundwater sources by marzes;
Actual water use and wastewater discharge by type of activity;
Summary of annual actual water use by marzes and BMAs;
Summary of annual actual wastewater discharge by marzes and BMAs;
Volume of pollutants discharged into the open water basins by marzes and water bodies;
Volume of pollutants discharged into the open water basins by types of activity;
Full list of actual water abstractions for the given year and statistics by marzes and BMAs
Full list of actual wastewater discharge for the given year and statistics by marzes and BMAs
Full list of actual water use (including secondary use and water transfers) for the given year and
statistics by marzes and BMAs
• Statistics on the actual pollutant discharge for the given year by marzes and BMAs.
The above-mentioned reports, where applicable, contain also data on the permitted water use, which
facilitates comparison of the water volumes permitted and actually used.
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Below are several screenshots of some of the reports.
Actual water abstraction from freshwater sources vs groundwater sources

Summary of annual actual wastewater discharge
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Actual water use and wastewater discharge by type of activity

Summary of annual actual wastewater discharge by marzes and BMAs
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3.6 Lake Sevan Component
The Lake Sevan component of the Data Warehouse is a
separate module on the monitoring of the water level and water
discharge from the Lake Sevan. It consists of the following
sub-components: (1) a data table to maintain the daily water
level, inflows into the lake and outflows from the lake; (2) A data table with annual permitted water
discharge from the lake as approved by the GoA; and (3) Report section to compare the monthly discharge
from the lake to the values approved by the GoA.
The data inputting template of the first subcomponent has similar structure to the Water Quantity
component and consist of search engine and the main window where the daily values of water level,
water inflow and outflow can be populated (see the screenshot below).

The second subcomponent deals with storing the annual
discharge volumes from the Lake Sevan (in million cubic
meters), approved by the GOA. For each year the data of the
adoption of the GOA resolution, the adopted volume of
discharge as well as reference to the corresponding text of the
resolution is stored in the table (see the figure at the right-hand
side).
Based on those values, the system generates the dynamics of
the changes in the discharge and water level for each year. This
allows further comparison of the value of the water level in the
lake for any given date within the year with the value
envisaged according to the GOA resolution.
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The Reporting section of the component provides for a number of built-in graphs and tabular reports
generated based on the inputted data. The reports and graphs present (a) monthly changes in the level of
the lake, (b) comparison of the water level in the lake with the value of the level of the same day in the
previous year, (c) monthly aggregated values of water inflow and outflow into/from the lake and (d) the
comparison of those changes with the values approved by the GOA. Below are several screenshots of
some of the reports.
Dynamics of the change in water level by the months for the specified period

Water level comparison graph for the specified period (first six months of 2019 in the example)
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Comparison graph of the water level approved by the GOA resolution and actual water level as of
January 1 for the specified time period (last six years in the example)

Comparison graph of the annual water discharges from the Lake Sevan and water level for the
specified time period (last six years in the example)
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3.7 Canals Component
The Canals component of the Data Warehouse is developed to
maintain the water outflow from the main canals in Armenia. It
consists of two sub-components: (1) a static data table to store
location and length of the main canals; and (2) a dynamic data table to store monthly outflow values.
Both tables are activated through the data inputting templates, which can be opened by clicking on the
corresponding menu item at the left-hand side panel of the main home page of the Data Warehouse.
The screenshot of the table on canals location and length are presented below.

In order to input the monthly outflow data from the main canal into the second sub-component, a record
on the technical characteristics of the given canal should be already added into static data table. After it
happens, the name of the canal appears in the drop-down list of the dynamic data table. The outflow data
for the given year should be added as a separate record into 12 separate fields for the months. Calculated
fields are added to the table, which automatically generate the quarterly average and annual average
values of the water discharge through the canal (refer to the screenshot below).
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3.8 Reservoirs Component
The Reservoirs Component of the Data Warehouse maintains
information on the main reservoirs in Armenia and water
inflow and outflow data to/from them. It consists of two main
sub-components: (1) a static data table on the technical characteristics and location data of the main
reservoirs; and (2) a dynamic data table on the daily inflow/outflow values. The mentioned subcomponents are activated by clicking on the corresponding menu item at the left-hand side panel of the
main home page of the Data Warehouse.
The first subcomponent stores the total, usable and operational volumes for each reservoir, as well as
data on the location of water measurement post, if it exists. At present data on 24 main reservoirs are
populated into the table (see the screenshot below)

In order to input daily inflow/outflow data for the main reservoir into the second sub-component, a record
on the technical characteristics of the given reservoir should be first added into static data table. After it
happens, the name of the reservoir appears in the drop-down list of the dynamic data table. The inflow
and outflow data for the given day of the given month should be added as separate records (refer to the
screenshot below).
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3.9 Hydropower Plants Component
The Hydropower Plants component of the data Warehouse is
developed to maintain data on (1) the technical characteristics
of the main HPPs in Armenia; (2) electricity production
volumes; and (3) licenses for their operation. All three tables
are activated through the data inputting templates, which can be opened by clicking on the corresponding
menu item at the left-hand side panel of the main home page of the Data Warehouse.

In order to input the production volumes for the given HPP as well as data included in the HPP operation
licenses, the HPP should first be added into the static data table. The sample data inputting template for
the license information is presented in the screenshot below.
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3.10 Groundwater Resources Component

The Groundwater Resources component of the Data Warehouse
maintains the following information: (1) Static well log data on all
the wells for which the water use permits were issued; (2) a static
data table on technical characteristics and location of the 102
groundwater monitoring wells throughout the country; (3)
dynamic time-series data on the level, water temperature and
discharge regularly measured at the groundwater monitoring
wells; (4) physical-chemical monitoring data regularly gathered at the groundwater monitoring wells;
and (5) a report on the monthly average parameters measured at the groundwater monitoring wells.
All the mentioned sub-components are activated through clicking on the corresponding menu item at the
left-hand side panel of the main home page of the Data Warehouse. The screenshot of the second
subcomponent is presented below:
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In order to input the monthly monitoring data into the dynamic data tables, a record on the technical
characteristics of the groundwater monitoring well should be first added into static data tables. After it
happens, the ID number of the well appears in the drop-down list of the dynamic data table.
The physical-chemical monitoring data is being entered through the sub-form that is activated by clicking
the “edit” thumbnail at the left side of the record. In addition to the monitoring data, the reference to the
international standards for the given chemical indicator is stored (see the screenshot below). There is also
a possibility to import the entire information on the monitoring results from the given well to an Ms
Excel spreadsheet.

The third subcomponent maintains time-series data on the level, water temperature and discharge
measured at the groundwater monitoring wells. Each of these parameters are entered as a separate record
into the table. Such format corresponds to the format used in EMIC while entering the monitoring data
into the Ms Excel spreadsheets. Thus, there is a functional data importing tool in the subcomponent to
automatically bring in the datasets from the EMIC’s spreadsheets (see the screenshot below).
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Currently there is one built-in report in the component, which lists the monitoring results (water level,
water temperature and water discharge) measured monthly at the given groundwater monitoring wells
and presents a simple graph on the change of those parameters within the year (refer to the screenshot
below).
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4. MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM

4.1 User Authentication and Authorization
As of August 2019, the SWCIS Data Warehouse has two levels: Administrator Level and User Level.
The Administrator of the system has a right to add users and designate authorizations for each user.
There is a Services Component at the left-hand side menu of the
home page of the Data Warehouse. It includes the following subservice levels: user authentication level with the Employees; and
Users of the system sections and authorization rights level.
The Employees section contains a table with the list of all the persons related to the SWCIS Data
Warehouse, including their organizations, titles within organizations and contact details. The
Administrator of the Data Warehouse is able add/delete employees from the list. The Users of the system
are able to view the list.

The second section allows registering users of the system from the list of Employees. The Administrator
is able to add/remove users of the system. After registration of a new user, he/she gets a unique login
name - password combination from Administrator. Upon the first entry to the system each user is able to
change the initial password. At the top right of the home page window each user sees his surname and
name with two buttons: one enables changing the password,
the second is for quitting the system.
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Only the Administrator of the system is able to view the list of the users with encoded passwords (refer
to the screenshot below).

The Authorizations level enables granting the
authorization rights to view/edit/add/remove
data from any page/window of the system.
Granting of the authorization rights is done by
the Administrator of the system.

The users can view the list of authorization
rights. The upper section of the Authorizations
window contains the name of the person the
authorization should be granted and the list of all
pages/windows of the Data Warehouse. For each
page/window the “edit” button at the left of the
report opens a sub-form where the authorization
level is mentioned.

The system provides for four different levels to identify the authorization rights for each user of the
system, namely: (1) reading the existing records and viewing the available reports; (2) editing the existing
records; (3) creating a new record; and (4) deleting the database records.
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4.2 Messaging
The Messaging component of the Data Warehouse allows
communications among the users of the system. It includes
the following two functions: (1) received messages; (2) sent
messages.
In the Received messages function, each user can read the messages sent to him/her. The messages can
be from either any other user or the Administrator of the system.

When a new message arrives the icon

appears at the button-right corner of the home page for

the given user. By clicking the icon, the user can read the message (see the screenshot below).

In the Sent messages function, each user can view the history of messages sent by him/her as well as can
create a new message by clicking the “New message” icon at the top-left corner of the window.

This section also allows users to provide comments to the DB administrators on the technical bugs of the
system. Similarly, the DB administrators may use the Messaging section to present feedback to the users.
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4.3 Data Backup
The data back-up of the entire SWCIS Data Warehouse is done automatically in a daily manner at
midnight. Windows Task Scheduler tool is used for automatic backup of the system. A copy of the data
warehouse data is archived and stored on one of the hard drives in the WRMA computer server under the
"D:\Backup" folder. For example, the back-up file version of the 12 July 2019 is stored under the filename
D:\Backup\WMDB_backup_2019_07_12_000001_8460473.bak.

The system maintains the backup files for 3 months. After 3-month period the old backup files were
removed automatically from the server. Again, Windows Task Scheduler tool is used for this purpose.

In terms of further improvement of the hardware, a backup server or external/remote backup device is
needed so daily backup files would be stored on a physically different device and could be retrieved and
used to recover the main sever automatically in the event of data loss, data corruption or a disaster.

4.4 Summary of Development Tools
The bullet points below provide summary on the development tools used for the programming of the
tabular component of the SWCIS Data Warehouse.

• Database software: Ms SQL Express
• Framework: .NET
• Language: C#
•

Supporting tools: ASP.NET
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ANNEX 1. STRUCTURE OF THE SQL DATABASE
The SWCIS tabular relational database component has been
developed using Ms SQL Server. There are four main
structures of the SQL relational database, namely: (1) Tables;
(2) Views; (3) Functions and (4) Procedures.
The Tables are the main structures of the databases. The tables
are built around a row-based structure that connects related
data elements in different tables to one another, avoiding the
need to redundantly store data in multiple places within a
database. They are linked to each other by primary and
secondary key fields.
The Views are programmed to perform pre-defined and/or adhoc queries to retrieve specific information from the database.
The Functions and Procedures are programmed to generate
customized reports from the tables within the database.
Tables. There are total of 60 related data tables in the tabular
relational database. The figure at the right-hand side presents
the screenshot from the Ms SQL database. Number of the
tables by the technical subject area is as follows:
#

Technical Subject Areas

# of Tables

1

Water Objects

5

2

Water Quantity

5

3

Water Quality

4

4

Water Use Permitting

9

5

Actual Water Use

5

6

Lake Sevan

2

7

Canals

2

8

Reservoirs

2

9

Groundwater resources

6

10

Hydro Power Plants

3

11

Messages

3

12

Services

4

Lists, combo boxes

10
Total

60
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Description of the tables in the SWCIS tabular database is presented in the Table below.
#

Table Name

Description of Data Elements

1 BMO

Six basin management areas of Armenia (combo box)

2 CanalOutflow

Annual and/or monthly discharges from the main canals

3 CanalsStatic

Canals and collectors

4 ChangeData

Log registering the users who edit data

5 CodeCanals

Canals with unique identifiers (ERICA codes)

6 CodeCatchments

Catchment Areas with unique identifiers (ERICA codes)

7 CodeLakes

Lakes with unique identifiers (ERICA codes)

8 CodeReservoirs

Reservoirs with unique identifiers (ERICA codes)

9 CodeRivers

River network with unique identifiers (ERICA codes)

10 EcologicalFlow

Ecological Flow values for the main rivers

11 Employee

Users of the system

12 EnclosedFiles

Files attached to the water use permit application

13 Floods

Data on registered spring flooding by year and rivers

14 GorcuneutyunTesak

Type of activities of water users (combo box)

15 GroundwaterChemical
16 GroundwaterChemicalChild

Physical-chemical monitoring data by groundwater
monitoring point (wells and springs)

17 GroundwaterOutflow

Data on groundwater discharge, pressure, level, temperature

18 GroundwaterStatic

List of groundwater monitoring points (wells and springs)

19 GW_Levels

Minimum and maximum water levels in groundwater wells

20 GW_Wells

Hydrogeological characteristics of groundwater wells

21 HPP

List of Hydropower plants

22 HPP_Licenses

Data on Hydropower plants according to the issued licenses

23 HPP_Production

Electricity production levels by HPPs

24 IravakanTesak

Legal status of water users (combo box)

25 ListMonth

List of 12 months in a year (combo box)

26 ListNames

List of the names of individual water users (combo box)

27 ListPersons

Data on water users

28 LogSignIn

Log table on users and computer IPs accessed to the system

29 Marz

List of 11 marzes of Armenia (combo box)

30 Normativ

Threshold norms of the pollutants in the discharged water

31 PageControl

Control upon user permissions to open/edit/delete pages

32 PastaciAylSparox

Actual water used for the transfer to another user

33 PastaciJrogt

Actual volumes of the used water and discharged wastewater

34 PastaciJrogt_MatterQuantity

Pollutants in the actually discharged wastewaters

35 PastaciLracucich

Actual water use volumes
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#

Table Name

Description of Data Elements

36 PastaciLracucichCuc

Additional parameters of actual water use (combo box)

37 Pollutants

List of pollutants (combo box)

38 QualityPosts
39 QualityPostsChild

Monthly water quality monitoring data for surface waters

40 ReservoirInflowOutflow

Daily water level/volume data in the reservoirs

41 ReservoirsStatic

Technical features of the reservoirs

42 RiverBasin

List of the main river basins of Armenia (combo box)

43 Settlement

List of settlements of Armenia (combo box)

44 SevanGovRes

Threshold water levels in Lake Sevan according to
Governmental Resolution

45 SevanInflowDaily

Daily water discharge data from Lake Sevan

46 SMS_Attachment

Files attached to the SMS messages

47 SMS_Message

SMS messages between the users of the system

48 SMS_Users

Users of the system that have sent or received SMS messages

49 SurfaceWaterFlows

Surface water monthly natural flow data

50 SurfaceWaterLevels

Surface water monthly level data

51 User

Users of the System

52 UserPermission

Authorization rights by the users of the system

53 WaterQualityPosts

Surface water quality sampling points

54 WaterQuantityPosts

Hydrological observation posts (surface waters)

55 WaterUseApplication

List of Water Use Permits

56 WaterUsePermit

Water abstraction and wastewater discharges points of the
above-mentioned permits

57 WaterUsePermit_Child

Permitted volumes of the water in the case of the change (for
example in the case of drought year)

58 WaterUsePermit_MatterQuantity

List of pollutants in the discharged water

59 WRMA_Hayt

List of the Water use permitting applications by the potential
water user – some of them will become water use permits,
others will be rejected

60 WRMA_Hayt_Child

List of water use permit IDs connected to the water use permit
application only for the cases when one water permit
application would result to many water use permits (for
instance, in the case of water user associations)
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Relationships.
Under the Water Objects component, total
five tables with water object codes are
linked one to another by relationships. The
Catchment Area Codes table is associated
to the other four tables by “one-to-many”
relationship. The relational diagram of the
tables used in the Water Object Code
component is presented at the right-hand
side figure.

In the Water Quantity Component, total six tables are linked using “one-to-many” relationship. All the
dynamic data tables, namely “surface water flows”, “surface water levels”, “floods” and “ecological
flows” are linked to the static table on the hydrological gauging stations called “Water Quantity Posts”.
In its turn each water quantity post is linked to the river codes tables which provides a spatial relationship
and connects the gauging station id with the unique identifier of the river section where it is spatially
located. This relationship is also of “one-to-many” type, because theoretically it is possible to locate more
than one gauging station on the same river section (see the figure below).

In the Water Quality Component, two dynamic data tables as well as three auxiliary tables are linked to
the static table “Water Quality Posts” through “one-to-many” relationship. The list of pollutants is
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maintained in the separate auxiliary table. The water quality sampling point table has a linkage to the
river codes tables which provides a spatial relationship and connects the gauging station id with the
unique identifier of the river section where it is spatially located. This relationship is also of “one-tomany” type, because theoretically it is possible to locate more than one sampling point on the same river
section (see the figure below).

The relational diagrams of the tables used in the Water Use Permitting component are shown below.
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There are four main tables, namely “WRMA_Hayt”, “list persons”, “water use application” and “water
use permit” and nine auxiliary tables all connected by the “one-to-many relationships” to the main tables.
Each water abstraction point is connected to the “Code Rivers” and “Code Catchments” tables to provide
spatial linkages of the locations of the proposed water abstraction to the unique identifiers of the rivers
and catchment areas. An auxiliary table on for the files to be uploaded along with WUP application is
linked to “water use application” table. For the “list persons” table there are connections to the Marz and
Settlements tables to facilitate the selection of the locations from combo boxes.

In the Actual Water Use component, there are two main tables to store data on actual water use, which
are linked to the two tables on water use permitting (namely the Water Use Application and Water Use
Permit) to facilitate comparing of the volumes of actually used and permitted water (see figure below).
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The relational diagram of the tables used in the
Canals component is presented in the right-hand side
figure. It is comprised by two main tables. One main
table is for storing the static data on the canals,
mainly related to technical features. Another main
table is for dynamic data, that is monthly average
outflow of the canals. The canalID field of the
CanalsStatic table is linked to the key field in the
CodeCanals table to ensure spatial relationship to the
unique identifier assigned according to the WOC
methodology.

The relational diagram of the tables used in the Reservoirs component is presented below. It is comprised
by two main tables, one for storing the static data on technical features of reservoirs, another for dynamic
data that is daily inflow/outflow volumes. There is also spatial relationship by to the code of the reservoir
assigned according to the WOC methodology.
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The relational diagrams of the tables used in the Groundwater Resources component can be divided into
two groups. The first group is related to maintaining the well inventory data and is composed of one static
data table “GW_Wells” and four auxiliary tables, one of which maintains data on groundwater well level
and is linked to the main table with using “one-to-many” relationship. The second group deals with the
groundwater monitoring data and is composed of a static table on the technical features and locations of
the groundwater monitoring points (wells and springs) and a number of dynamic tables to store the results
of monitoring both quantitative and qualitative. The relational diagrams of both groups are presented
below.

The relational diagram of the tables used in the HPP component is presented below. It is comprised by
three main tables, namely “HPP”, “HPP_Production” and “HPP_Licences”. Another table enables
linking the “HPP” table to the Water Use Application table of the Water Use Permitting component. This
facilitates comparing the permitted water volumes to the produced electricity volumes by HPPs.
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Last two components of the Data Warehouse are devoted to maintaining the data on users of the system
and facilitating the interactivity among them. The Messages component gives a possibility to write short
messages and send them through the system along with some attachments, if required. There are four
tables to ensure the process. The relational diagram is provided below.

Another group of tables deal with managing the users of the systems and assigning authorization
rights to each user. The relational diagram is presented below.
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Views. There are total of 38 views programmed in the tabular
relational database. They are designed to facilitate generating
reports and diagrams under the various components of the
system through providing answers to intermediate questions,
such as:
• Distinguishing whether the groundwater well appeared in
the water use permitting table is in the well inventory dataset
or is part of groundwater monitoring network;
• Identifying the water user mentioned in the actual water use
component as one of the water users mentioned in the water
use permit and water use application tables;
• Identifying whether the values of the groundwater quality
indicators are above the limits of the pollution of water
stated in the water use permit;
• Comparing the actually measured water level in Lake Sevan
with the value recorded the same day a year ago;
• Comparing the actually measured water discharge from
Lake Sevan with the value stated in the Governmental
resolution;
• A number of queries used in the reporting templates under
the “Water use permitting”, “Actual water use” and
“Groundwater resources” components.
The figure at the right-hand side present the screenshot of the
Views from the Ms SQL database
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Functions and Procedures.
A number of queries and reports were built-in into the
tabular relational database. Those queries and reports use
system stored procedures, table-valued and scalar-valued
functions. As of July 2019,28table-valued functions,
27scalar-valued functions, and 9 procedures were
programmed in the Data Warehouse (refer to the figure
at the right-hand side and below the text). Those
procedures and functions are currently used in generating
28reports under several components of the system
The number of the procedures and functions will be
gradually increased in the process of development of new
queries and reports.
As of July 2019, Number of available reports by
technical subject area are as follows:
Technical Subject Areas

# of Reports

Water Use Permitting

11

Actual Water Use

11

Lake Sevan

5

Groundwater resources

1
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ANNEX 2. STRUCTURE OF THE TABLES
Field Name
ID
NameA
Hert
Hert2
Active
ID
YearA
CanalsStaticID
Am1
Am..
Am12
ID
YearA
NameA
CodeCanalsID
DMS_X
DMS_Y
LongA
ActualID
ID
TableName
ActionD
UserName
Dtn
ContentD
ID
Name_arm
Type_Arm
Name_eng
Type
Type_ID
CCode
ID
Name_Arm
Name_Eng
RCode

Field Type
Description
Table 1. BMO
smallint
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Name of the basin management area
smallint
Priority 1 for sorting
smallint
Priority 2 for sorting
tinyint
Currently existing or historical
Table 2. CanalOutflow
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
Year of observation
int
ID for liking to CanalsStatic table
float
float
Data on outflows by the canals by months of the year
float
Table 3. CanalsStatic
int
Canal ID (PK)
int
Year
nvarchar (200)
Name of the canal
int
WOC of the canal
nvarchar (30)
X coordinate of the beginning point of the canal
nvarchar (30)
Y coordinate of the beginning point of the canal
float
Length in kilometers
bit
Currently operational or not
Table 4. ChangeData
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Name of the Table to be edited
tinyint
Actions implemented / changes made in the table
int
Name of the user / data editor
datetime
Date of the changes made
nvarchar (max) Actual data changed
Table 5. CodeCanals
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (255)
Name of the canal in Armenian
nvarchar (255)
Type of the canal in Armenian
nvarchar (255)
Name of the canal in English
nvarchar (255)
Type of the canal in English
int
ID of the type
bigint
WOC of the canal
Table 6. CodeCatchments
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (255)
Name of the catchment in Armenian
nvarchar (255)
Name of the catchment in English
bigint
Code of the river section associated to the catchment
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Field Name
Basin_area
CCode
ID
CCode
LCode
Name_Arm
Name_Eng
Basin_Name
ID
RSCode
CCode
Area_ha
Volume
Name_Arm
Name_Eng
ID
WOC
Region
Basin
R_Basin
L_I
L_..
L_V
RCode
Name_Eng
Name_Arm
Basin_area
ID
Post_No
YearA
N_01
N_..
N_12
Tarekan
ID
FName
LName
PhoneA

Field Type
Description
float
Area of the catchment in sq.km
bigint
Code of the catchment
Table 7. CodeLakes
int
ID for this Table (PK)
bigint
Code of the catchment where the lake is located
bigint
Code of the lake
nvarchar (255)
Name of the lake in Armenian
nvarchar (255)
Name of the lake in English
nvarchar (255)
Name of the basin the lake is located in
Table 8. CodeReservoirs
int
ID for this Table (PK)
bigint
Code of the reservoir
bigint
Code of the catchment where the reservoir is located
float
Ares of the mirror of reservoir in hectares
float
Maximum capacity of the reservoir
nvarchar (255)
Name of the reservoir in Armenian
nvarchar (255)
Name of the reservoir in English
Table 9. CodeRivers
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
Water object code (1 for the rivers)
int
Code of the see / region
int
Code of the basin
int
Code of the river basin
int
int
Unique identifiers of the tributary levels (from 1 to 5)
int
bigint
Aggregated code of the river section
nvarchar (255)
Name of the river in English
nvarchar (255)
Name of the river in Armenian
float
Area of the catchment of the river section
Table 10. EcologicalFlow
int
ID for this Table (PK)
ID of the hydrological post the ecological flow value
smallint
is calculated for
smallint
Year
float
float
Values of ecological flow by months of a year
float
float
The annual value of ecological flow
Table 11. Employee
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (20)
First name
nvarchar (20)
Last name
nvarchar (50)
Phone number
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Field Name
AdresA
NotesA
ActualID
ID
WaterUseApplicationID
Amsativ
NameA
FileName
ID
Post_No
F_Start_Date
F_End_Date
F_Duration_days
F_Vol
F_Ratio
YearA
ID
CodeA
NameA
ID
GroundwaterStaticID
Amsativ
ID
ParentID
PollutantsID
MGL
MGEKV
ID
YearA
MonthA
GroundwaterStaticID
TypeID
ValueA
ID
NameA
TypeID

Field Type
Description
nvarchar (250)
Address
nvarchar (255)
Other data
bit
Currently active or inactive
Table 12. EnclosedFiles
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to WaterUseApplication table
datetime
Date of the attaching the file
nvarchar (1000) Description of the attachment
nvarchar (100)
Name of the file attached
Table 13. Floods
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to WaterQuantityPoststable
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the flood
nvarchar (50)
Ending date of the flood
int
Duration of the flood in days
float
Volume of the flood in cubic m
float
Volume of the flood vs. annual flow value, %
smallint
Year
Table 14. GorcuneutyunTesak
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Code of the type of activity of the water user
nvarchar (255)
Type of activity of the water user
Table 15. GroundwaterChemical
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to GroundwaterStatictable
datetime
Date of the observation
Table 16. GroundwaterChemicalChild
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to GroundwaterChemicaltable
int
ID for linking to Pollutantstable
float
Value of the content of the pollutant in 1 litre, in mg
float
Value of the content of the pollutant in 1 l, in mgequv.
Table 17. GroundwaterOutflow
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
Year of observation
tinyint
Month of observation
int
ID for linking to GroundwaterStatictable
int
ID of the hydro-geologic parameter
float
Value
Table 18. GroundwaterStatic
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (100)
Name of the groundwater observation well
smallint
Type of the groundwater observation well
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Field Name
DitHamar
BMOID
MarzID
SettlementID
TexakaymanVayr
aX
rX
vX
aY
rY
vY
ActualID
HidroErkTv
Xorutyun
HoratmanTram
AmrakapTram
JratarHorizon
JrTexadirq
PompiArkayutyun
PompiMatnish
CaxsiChapum
JermChapum
MakardakChapum
TexOgtVer
NerkaVichak
NotesA
kicfayl
TipID
AzgDitID
RiverBasinID
StorJrHanq
HerJrhosqic
OgtagorcmanTipID
Caxs
Caxs2
CaxsiChapmanExanak
ID
YearA
MonthA
GW_WellsID
MinA
MaxA

Field Type
Description
int
Number of the groundwater observation well
int
ID for linking to BMO table
int
ID for linking to Marz table
int
ID for linking to Settlement table
nvarchar (500)
Location of the groundwater observation well
float
X coordinate in degrees
float
X coordinate in minutes
float
X coordinate in seconds
float
Y coordinate in degrees
float
Y coordinate in minutes
float
Y coordinate in seconds
bit
Currently operational or not
nvarchar (1000) Geologic-hydrogeologic conditions
float
Depth of the well, m
float
Diameter of the borehole, mm
float
Diameter of the cage, mm
int
Aquifer
nvarchar (1000) Location of the aquifer
int
Existence of the pump
nvarchar (1000) Brand of the pump
nvarchar (1000) Method of the measurement of the discharge
nvarchar (1000) Method of the measurement of the temperature
nvarchar (1000) Method of the measurement of the level
nvarchar (1000) Information on groundwater well use
nvarchar (1000) Current status of the well
nvarchar (1000) Other information / comments
nvarchar (100)
File attached
smallint
Type ID
int
National reference monitoring network ID
int
River basin ID
nvarchar (250)
Groundwater deposit name
nvarchar (200)
Water discharge from groundwater resources
int
ID of the type of water use
float
Discharge in liters/sec.
float
Discharge in the case of pumping in liters/sec.
nvarchar (100)
Method of discharge measurement
Table 19. GW_Levels
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
Year of observation
tinyint
Month of observation
int
ID for the linking to the GW_Wellstable
float
Minimum level measured
float
Maximum level measured
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Field Name
ID
Hamar
BMOID
MarzID
TexakaymanVayr
NameA
aX
rX
vX
aY
rY
vY
Xorutyun
ActualID
ID
NameA
TypeID
ListPersonsID
Barcrutyun
MarzID
ActualID
WaterUseApplicationID
ID
HPPID
StartDate
EndDate
ElEndDate
Jraxbyur
Hzorutyun
TarekanArt
TuyltvutyunDate
Hamar
HashvChnshum
HashvElq
TypesID
ID
YearA
HPPID
Am1, Am2, …, Am 12

Field Type
Description
Table 20. GW_Wells
int
Well ID (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Number of the well
int
ID for linking to BMOtable
int
ID for linking to Marztable
nvarchar (500)
Location of the well
nvarchar (200)
Name of the well
float
X coordinate in degrees
float
X coordinate in minutes
float
X coordinate in seconds
float
Y coordinate in degrees
float
Y coordinate in minutes
float
Y coordinate in seconds
float
Depth of the well, m
bit
Currently operational or not
Table 21. HPP
int
HPP ID (PK)
nvarchar (200)
Name of HPP
smallint
Type ID
int
ID for linking to ListPersons table
float
Altitude, m above sea level
int
ID for linking to Marztable
bit
Currently operational or not
int
ID for linking to WaterUseApplication table
Table 22. HPP_Licenses
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to the HPP table
datetime
Starting date of the HPP construction
datetime
Ending date of the HPP construction
datetime
Ending date of electric energy production
nvarchar (200)
Water resource name
float
HPP capacity
float
Duration of annual production (mln kV hour)
datetime
Date of the WUP issuance
nvarchar (20)
Number of the WUP
float
Estimated pressure in meters
float
Estimate discharge in m3/sec
tinyint
Type ID of the HPP
Table 23. HPP_Production
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
Date
int
ID for linking to the HPPtable
float
HPP production volumes by months
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Field Name
ID
Name
statcode
ID
Name
NameEn
NameX
ID
Name
NameH
TypeOb
Hert
Active
ID
TypeOrganization
FulName
FulName_Manr
MarzID
SettlementID
AdressA
MarzGID
SettlementGID
AdressG
Phone1
Phone2
Phone
InNum
NotesA
ActualID
IravakanTesakID
RegistrCod
HarkayinCod
GorcuneutyunTesakID
GorcuneutyunTesakLr
TnorenAnun
ID
UserID

Field Type
Description
Table 24. IravakanTesak
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Type of the legal entity (LLC, NGO, etc.)
varchar(60)
Code of the legal entity
Table 25. ListMonth
tinyint
Month ID (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Name of the month in Armenian
nvarchar (50)
Name of the month in English
varchar(50)
Roman alphabet symbol of the month number
Table 26. ListNames
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (250)
Name
nvarchar (50)
Abbreviation
tinyint
Type
smallint
Priority number
tinyint
Operational or archived
Table 27. ListPersons
int
ID of the table (PK)
Type of water user (individual or organization) (1,2)
tinyint
nvarchar (1000) Name of individual or name of the organization
Additional info on organization
nvarchar (500)
Marz ID where organization is registered
smallint
Settlement ID where organization is registered
smallint
nvarchar (1000) Registration address of organization
Marz ID where organization is operated
smallint
Settlement ID where organization is operated
smallint
nvarchar (1000) Operation Address of organization
Contact Phone number
nvarchar (20)
Second phone number
nvarchar (20)
Another phone number
nvarchar (200)
Organization ID to link to Inspectorate database with
nvarchar (50)
actual water use
nvarchar (1000) Other information /comments
Current status of the user (1 – operational, 0 – nonbit
operational, but applied for WUP in the past)
ID of org to link to the actual water use table
int
nvarchar (30)
State registration code
nvarchar (30)
Tax code
int
ID for linking to GorcuneutyunTesaktable
nvarchar (1000) Description of the activity
nvarchar (50)
Name of the director / manager / head
Table 28. LogSignIN
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to User table
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Field Name
Amis
IP_Hascen
CompName
ID
NameA
NameE
ID
Hamar
DateIn
ListPersonsID
TypeID
GorcuneutyanVolort
AdressA
StartDate
EndDate
NotesA
MarzID
HamarA
ID
ParentID
Name
ValueA
Hert
TypeID
ActualID
ImagePath
ShowHide
ID
WaterUsePermitID
PastaciJrogtID
YearA
ListPersonsID
VorakID
TariMX
TypeID
ID
WaterUseApplicationID
WaterUsePermitID

Field Type
Description
datetime
Date of the login
varchar(50)
IP address
nvarchar (50)
Name of the computer
Table 29. Marz
smallint
Marz ID (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Name of the Marz in Armenian
nvarchar (32)
Name of the Marz in English
Table 30. Normativ
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (20)
ID of the regulatory act
datetime
Date
int
ID for linking to ListPersons table
int
Type ID
nvarchar (200)
Activity field
nvarchar (300)
Address
datetime
Validity starting date
datetime
Validity end date
nvarchar (200)
Other information/comments
int
ID for linking to Marz table
nvarchar (20)
Official number of the regulatory act
Table 31. PageControl
smallint
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to the PageControl table
nvarchar (200)
Name of the page or the tool
nvarchar (200)
Value (description)
smallint
Priority
tinyint
Type
bit
Currently operational or not
varchar(100)
Address of the image
bit
Currently active or hidden
Table 32. PastaciAylSparox
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to WaterUsePermit table
int
ID for linking to PastaciJrogt table
int
Year
int
ID for linking to ListPersons table
int
ID of quality class after use
float
Quantity after use in thou. cubic meters
tinyint
Type (without use / with use)
Table 33. PastaciJrogt
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to WaterUseApplication table
int
ID for linking to WaterUsePermit table
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Field Name

Field Type
Description
BMOID
smallint
ID for linking to BMO table
MarzID
smallint
ID for linking to Marz table
SettlementID
int
ID for linking to Settlement table
AdressA
nvarchar (1000) Location of the water abstraction point
NpatakID
smallint
ID of the purpose of the use
VerStorID
smallint
ID of the type of the use
TypeVerStor
smallint
Type of the use
JrResurs
nvarchar (500)
Name of the water resource
TariMX
float
Water volume according to WUP in thou cub m/year
RegimAmis
float
Number of months permitted by WUP
RegimOr
float
Number of days permitted by WUP
RegimGam
float
Number of hours per day permitted by WUP
TariMXP
float
Total discharged wastewater, thou. cub. meters/year
Korust
float
Water losses, thou. cub. meters/year
Axtotvac
float
Polluted wastewater, thou. cub. meters/year
Chaporosh
float
Wastewater to be treated, thou. cub. meters/year
Mexanikakan
float
Mechanically treated wastewater, thou. cub. m/year
Fizika
float
Physically-chemically treated wastewater volume/year
Kensab
float
Biologically treated wastewater, thou. cub. m/year
TypeED
tinyint
Type(water abstraction / wastewater discharge)
YearA
smallint
Year
Table 34. PastaciJrogt_MatterQuantity
ID
int
ID for this Table (PK)
WaterUsePermitID
int
ID for linking to the WaterUsePermit table
PastaciJrogtID
int
ID for linking to the PastaciJrogt table
WaterUsePermit_MatterQuantityID int
ID for linking to WaterUsePermit_MatterQuantity
material_ID
smallint
ID of the matter
quantity_TSA
float
Maximum allowable concentration in gram/cub.m
quantity_GMX
float
Permitted quantity in gram/cub.m
quantity_GMXP
float
Actual quantity in gram/cub.m
YearA
int
Year
Table 35. PastaciLracucich
ID
int
ID for this Table (PK)
ParentID
int
ID for linking to the PastaciJrogt table
YearA
int
Year of the measurement
PastaciLracucichCucID
int
ID for linking to the PastaciLracucichCuc table
TariMX
float
Wastewater discharge volume according to WUP
ChapmanMiavorID
int
Unit of measurement
Table 36. PastaciLracucichCuc
ID
int
ID for this Table (PK)
Name
nvarchar (250)
Name of the additional parameter
Kod
int
Code of the additional parameter
ChapmanMiavorID
int
Unit of measurement for the additional parameter
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Field Name
Num
Name
pType
GroupID
ChapmanMetod
ActualID
ID
WaterQualityPostsID
YearA
MonthA
DasType
TypeID
ID
ParentID
PollutantsID
No_Analysis
Av_Concentration
Max_Concentration
Lowest_Concentration
DasType
ID
YearA
MonthA
ReservoirsStaticID
TyteID
Or1
Or..
Or31
ID
YearA
NameA
CodeReservoirsID
DitaketA
AllCaval
MeryalCaval
OgtakarCaval
ID

Field Type
Description
Table 37. Pollutants
int
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Name of the pollutant
smallint
Type of the pollutant
tinyint
ID for the pollutant group
nvarchar (20)
Method of measurement
bit
Currently operational or non-operational
Table 38. QualityPosts
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to the WaterQualityPosts table
smallint
Year of sampling
tinyint
Month of sampling
smallint
Class of water quality parameter
tinyint
Type ID
Table 39. QualityPostsChild
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to QualityPosts table
smallint
ID for linking to Pollutants table
smallint
Total number of tests/analyses
float
Annual average value
float
Annual maximum value
float
Annual minimum value
smallint
Quality class
Table 40. ReservoirInflowOutflow_
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
Year
tinyint
Month
int
ID for linking to ReservoirStatic table
int
Type (inflow or outflow)
float
Float
Inflow/outflow volumes by days of the month
Float
Table 41. ReservoirsStatic
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
Year
nvarchar (200)
Name of the reservoir in Armenian
int
ID for linking to CodeReservoirs table
nvarchar (200)
Name of the observation point
float
Total capacity in mln m3
float
Dead storage mln m3
float
Usable volume in mln m3
Table 42. RiverBasin
int
ID for this Table (PK)
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Field Name
NameA
Makeres
Hosq
ID
NameA
NameE
MarzID
ID
Amsativ
Hamar
KarVor
ID
Amsativ
Orakan
LchiMakardak
ArpaSevanMutq
LchiMakeres
LchiCaval
LchiParagic
ID
SMS_MessageID
FileName
FileType
FileSize
FileContent
ID
SMS_Hader
SMS_Text
WriteUserID
WriteDate
ID
SMS_MessageID
UserID
Karg
ID
Post_No

Field Type
Description
nvarchar (100)
Name of the river basin
int
Area of the river basin
nchar(10)
River flow in the river basin
Table 43. Settlement
smallint
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (100)
Settlement name in Armenian
nvarchar (30)
Settlement name in English
smallint
ID for linking to Marz table
Table 44. SevanGovRes
int
ID for this Table (PK)
datetime
Date of resolution
nvarchar (100)
Official number of the resolution
float
Volume permitted by the resolution in mln m3
Table 45. SevanInflowDaily
int
ID for this Table (PK)
datetime
Date of the observation
float
Daily water discharge from the lake in mln m3
float
Daily water level in the lake in meters
float
Daily inflow from Arpa-Sevan tunnel in mln m3
float
Surface of the lake in sq.km
float
Volume of the lake in cubic km
float
Perimeter of the lake in km
Table 46. SMS_Attachment
int
ID for this Table (PK)
bigint
ID for linking to the SMS_Message table
nvarchar (100)
Name of the file
nvarchar (100)
Type of the file
int
Volume of the file
varbinary(max) Content of the file
Table 47. SMS_Message
bigint
ID for this Table (PK)
nvarchar (500)
Subject of the message
ntext
Text of the message
smallint
ID of the SMS author
datetime
Date of the message
Table 48. SMS_Users
bigint
ID for this Table (PK)
bigint
ID for linking to SMS_Message table
nvarchar (50)
ID of the recipient
tinyint
Current status of the SMS
Table 49. SurfaceWaterFlows
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to WaterQuantityPosts table
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Field Name
YearA
Vol
ModuleN
Stage_m
N_01
N_..
N_12
S_Start_Date
S_End_Date
S_Min_Q
S_Min_Date
W_Start_Date
W_End_Date
W_Min_Q
W_Min_Date
ID
Post_No
Max_Level
Max_Date
Max_DateEnd
Min_Level
Min_Date
Min_DateEnd
Avg_Level
YearA
N_01
N_..
N_12
ID
EmployeeID
Login
Pass
NotesA
ActualID
InvalidAccess
ChangePass
ID
UserID
PageControlID
TypeID

Field Type
Description
int
Year
float
Flow volume in km3
float
Area-specified flow value, liters/sec * km2
int
Flow layer in mm
float
float
Water discharge data by months
float
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the summer-fall low-water season
nvarchar (50)
Ending date of the summer-fall low-water season
float
Min. discharge in the summer-fall low-water season
nvarchar (50)
Date of the minimum discharge
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the winter low-water season
nvarchar (50)
Ending date of the winter low-water season
float
Min. discharge in the winter low-water season, m3/sec
nvarchar (50)
Date of the minimum discharge
Table 50. SurfaceWaterLevels
int
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to WaterQuantityPosts table
int
Maximum annual level in sm
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the recorded max. annual level
nvarchar (50)
Ending date of the recorded max. annual level
int
Minimum annual level in sm
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the recorded min. annual level
nvarchar (50)
Ending date of the recorded min. annual level
int
Multi-annual average level in sm
smallint
Year
float
float
Water level data by months
float
Table 51. User
smallint
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to Employee table
nvarchar (20)
Login name of the user
nvarchar (250)
Password
nvarchar (255)
Other information/comments
bit
Currently operational or not
tinyint
Number of invalid login attempts
bit
Is password changed or not
Table 52. UserPermission
smallint
ID for this Table (PK)
smallint
ID for linking to User table
smallint
ID for linking to PageControl table
tinyint
Type (page or tool)
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Field Name
ActualID
ShowHide
Hert
ID
DitaketiHamar
BmoID
MarzID
River
Location
Rcode
DMS_X
DMS_Y
ActualID
ID
DitaketiHamar
RIVER
NAME
CODE
DISTANCE
CATCHMENT
RCODE
DMS_X
DMS_Y
ShahagorcvelE
PakvelE
BacarcakNish
DitaketneriTivn
ActualID
HID
ListPersonsID
JTHamar
StartDate
EndDate
ExtendDate
NotesA
VorChk5_1
VorChk5_2
VorChk6_1
VorChk6_2
MutqPul

Field Type
Description
bit
Operational or archived
bit
Active or hidden
smallint
Priority
Table 53. WaterQualityPosts
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
Number of the post
smallint
ID for linking to BMO table
int
ID for linking to Marz table
nvarchar (100)
Name of the water resource
nvarchar (500)
Location of the post
nvarchar (50)
Code of the river section the post is located on
nvarchar (30)
X coordinate of the post
nvarchar (30)
Y coordinate of the post
bit
Currently operational or non-operational
Table 54. WaterQuantityPosts
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
Number of the post (on the linear scheme)
nvarchar (255)
Name of the water resource
nvarchar (255)
Name of the hydrological post
int
Code of the post
float
Distance from the river mouth, km
float
Ares of the catchment before the post, km2
nvarchar (255)
Code of the river section where the post is located
nvarchar (255)
X coordinate of the post
nvarchar (255)
Y coordinate of the post
nvarchar (50)
Periods when the post was operational
nvarchar (50)
Periods when the post was closed
float
Absolute altitude, meters above sea level
smallint
Total number of water observation points
bit
Currently operational or non-operational
Table 55. WaterUseApplication
int
ID for this Table (PK)
Organization ID
int
Water Use Permit number
nvarchar (50)
Starting date of the permitted water use
datetime
Ending date of the permitted water use
datetime
Extension of the permitted water use
datetime
Other notes if needed
nvarchar (500)
smallint
nvarchar (50)
smallint
nvarchar (50)
tinyint

WUP status
WUP number
Status of the application
Number of the application
Shows who has register the water use permit
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Field Name
PermitCode
VorogumHektar
PersonsName
ID
ParentID
BMOID
MarzID
SettlementID
AdressA
NpatakID
VerStorID
TypeVerStor
JrResurs
JrResursCode
JrResursLracum
aX
rX
vX
aY
rY
vY
Barcrutyun
TariMX
OrMX
LitrV
MaxMont
TypeED
MutqPul

Field Type
nvarchar (50)

Description
Number of the issues water use permit
Number of hectares of lands to be irrigated ONLY for
float
the permits for irrigation
nvarchar (500)
Name of the water use permit applicant
Table 56. WaterUsePermit
ID for this Table (PK)
int
WaterUseApplication ID
int
BMO ID of the water abstraction or wastewater
smallint
discharge point
Marz ID of the water abstraction or wastewater
smallint
discharge point
Settlement ID of the water abstraction or wastewater
int
discharge point
Address, location of the water abstraction or
nvarchar (1000)
wastewater discharge point
Water use purpose ID
smallint
Water use type (surface or groundwater)
smallint
Water object type (river, lake, well, spring, reservoir)
smallint
Name of the water object
nvarchar (500)
Code of the water object
nvarchar (50)
Additional information (i.e. name of the parent river)
nvarchar (500)
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
tinyint
tinyint

X coordinate in degrees of the abstraction point
X coordinate in minutes of the abstraction point
X coordinate in seconds of the abstraction point
Y coordinate in degrees of the abstraction point
Y coordinate in minutes of the abstraction point
Y coordinate in seconds of the abstraction point
Altitude of the water abstraction point
Water volume (mln. cub m per year)
Water volume (cub m per day)
Water volume (litres per second)
Maximum monthly required water volume (cub m)
1 = water abstraction, 2 – wastewater discharge
Shows who has register the water use permit
Link to groundwater ID well if the abstraction is from
the well
Link to river codes if the abstraction is from the river
Link to catchment area codes where the abstraction
point is located
Regime of the water use (how many months in a year)
Regime of the water use (how many days in a year)
Regime of the water use (how many hours in a day)

GroundwaterStaticID

int

CodeRiversID

int

CodeCatchmentsID

int

RegimAmis
RegimOr
RegimGam

float
float
float
Table 57. WaterUsePermit_Child
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to the WaterUsePermit table
int
Date when the permitted water volume is changed
datetime

ID
WaterUsePermitID
AmsativM
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Field Name
TariMXM
OrMXM
LitrVM
NotesM
ID
WaterUsePermitID
material_ID
quantity_TSA
quantity_GMX
NotesN
HID
DimumHamar
InDate
TypesHayt
ListPersonsID
NotesA
DimumHayt
Past1
Past2
…
Past17
PetTurgHamar
PetTurgGumar
VorDate1
VorDate2
VorDate3
VorDate4
VorDate5
VorDate6
VorChk
MutqPul
CreateUser
CreateDate
ID
ParentID
WaterUseApplicationID
ExtendDate
NotesA

Field Type
Description
New permitted water volume (mln. cub m per year)
float
New permitted water volume (cub m per day)
float
New permitted water volume (litres per second)
float
nvarchar (1000) Other information / comments
Table 58. WaterUsePermit_MatterQuantity
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to the WaterUsePermit table
int
ID for linking to the Pollutants table
smallint
Threshold values of the pollutant according to
float
Maximum Allowable Concentration in the water
Permitted values of the pollutant – grams per cubic
float
meter of water
Other information / comments
nvarchar (500)
Table 59. WRMA_Hayt
int
ID of the Application (PK)
nvarchar (50)
Number of the application letter
datetime
Date of the application letter
smallint
Type of the application
int
ID for linking to ListPerson table
nvarchar (500)
Other information / comments
nvarchar (50)
Completed application form
tinyint
tinyint
Documents attached to the water use permit
tinyint
tinyint
nvarchar (50)
Invoice number of the state fee paid
float
Sum of the state fee paid
datetime
datetime
Dates of different steps of decisions on water use
datetime
permit (issue, reject, require new document, revise
datetime
conditions, sent for issuing, etc.)
datetime
datetime
Status of the water use application (in the process of
nvarchar (50)
negotiation, in negotiations, rejected, etc.)
tinyint
Shows whether permit is issued
int
ID of the user who created this record
datetime
Date when the record is created
Table 60. WRMA_Hayt_Child
int
ID for this Table (PK)
int
ID for linking to WRMA_Hayt table
int
ID for linking to WaterUseApplication table
datetime
Extension of the WUP date of operation
nvarchar (300)
Other information / comments
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